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    For Saturday, June 12                              Volume 6 - Trail #891 
 

HASH #891 
 

HARES: MILK MONEY, CRAFTY, BAD 
DITCH, MITEY TITE, MUDPIE 

 

TRAIL REPORT 
Thank goodness, it wasn’t raining this week!! In 
fact, the weather was perfect.  Once again, I was 
late getting there, so I have no idea how Father 
Abraham went.  I did manage to get there just 
as everyone was taking off walking.  It must be 
a first, tho, it wasn’t even 10:15!!!! Since when 
is mismanagement so on top of things???? The 
runners and walkers shared the trail for a short 
time before a split.  We stayed in very nice 
residential areas and a few wooded paths, but 
no really bad spots.  I heard from the runners 
that the trail was really good (shhhh, don’t tell 
the hares). The only comment was that there were a lot of hills, oh 
well, wimpy dudes (B'CUZ HE CAN is rumored to have said 
something on these lines)…  Oh and YOU'VE GOT TAIL was 
disappointed that there wasn’t enough water for BLANKCHECK 
to do the usual puddle splash for the wet t-shirt contest.  The 
walkers trail was a little hilly, but as most are too busy chatting to 
notice, no one complained.  No one complained about the hills 
that is.  BIG BIRD TURD did a little vent on those who 
contribute to the MVH3 group using potty language.  Many of us 
have servers that filter that sh*t out, so we never get to read any of 
it, quite a bummer.  Back to the trail… 
Supposedly ASS ORGE caught the hares, but some claim he was 
shortcutting.  Another point taken was that there was a time on 
some trail markers.  How did one spot on the trail have a marker 
four minutes after take off when it took the runners 40 to get 
there? 
It was quite the day for yard sales, you couldn’t go five minutes 
without seeing ‘treasures’ lining the sidewalks.  Lots of potential 
for good hashit, but being the cheap crowd that we seem to be, no 
one bought squat.  At one yard sale, we were asked about what the 
occasion was.  LATE COMER was very encouraging and p.c. 
when describing what we were.  CHEAO SKUT was quick to 
offer other activities that she should interested in, primarily 
mooning… So far we have been working off my memories, the 
next section is from my notebook. If it seems a little murky, it 
might be because LULU THE GAY ASILOR spilled beer in our 
bag which held my little notebook.. 
The On-In was high-class, store bought fried chicken and a 
phenomenal selection of beer.  There was also home-made side 
dishes and watermelon, yummmm… FLYING BURITO did 

about everything this time as WOMB BROOM was 
busy elsewhere, and the circle just keeps getting 
better… BUTT PLUT was cited for trying to catch 
bees with her hair and for excavating a lost thong. It 
was noted that the hash is frequently in the area near 
PUT IT OUT’s place, but the On-In never happens 
there.  HOLLOW POINT was conspicuous with his 
obscene ‘Beltway’ Injury (the middle finger bandaged 
up for those of you who can’t read between the lines).  
BIG BANG was hooted for his last few hours as a 
bachelor (he and SNATCH SHOT are getting married 
if you didn’t know, I didn’t).  LULU got grief from 
GAY SHIP LOLLIPOP for following too closely and 
thus preventing a good grope of LET"S MAKE A 
DEAL.   (I just got the poopy scared out of me, when 
LOLLIPOP ran up behind me and did the gotcha 
thing).  Lastly, BUTTERCUP ad LOLLIPOP were 
‘caught in the act’….BUTTERCUP was licking 

LOLLI'S cleanly shaven head and he was all-a-flutter!! 
 

That’s it from me for the next 3 hashes.  I am off to Germany and 
Egypt on vacation.  See everyone when I return!!!   
Oxoxoxoxoxoxo 

On-Out, 
     LET'S MAKE A DEAL 
 
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
I found this logo on the web... does 
this  mean the CRAFTY and DUAL 
AIR BAGS have to hare together 
next time?!?!?  Maybe DAB can 
teach CRAFTY to give 
directions?!?!? (just kidding 
CRAFTY, you know I luv you 
man!)  ~DC 
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
 

CIRCLE REPORT 
~ ~ 94 Hashers signed in this week. ~ ~ 

 

VIRGINS: 
JUST TIM - JUST CHRISTINE made him cum! 
JUST MISSY - JUST CHRISTINE (who evidently swings both 
ways) made her come. 
JUST JAMES - I can't remember who made him cum, but I 
know someone did cuz there was evidence!    



  

 
VISITORS:    
JUST JACKSON, MANHANDLER, 3 BALL JAY, S*X 
PLEASE, and TOPOGRAPHICAL PANTIES, all made an 
appearance, but I don't know where any of them are from cuz they 
didn't tell me...  then again, I wasn't at the hash! 
 
RETURNERS: 
We haven't seen these people in a long time...  don't know where 
they've been, but they've obviously been lost, cuz we've not seen 
them!  CUM SQUAT, BURNING BUSH, BULL PLUT, 
PULLY PIMP, STEAMER, DO ME NEXT WEEK, 
MICROSOFT, VIBRATOR, MUDPIE, NIPPOLESS CAGE, 
INDIANA JOES AND THE TEMPLE OF POON, JAG 
QUEEN, DRY COCK, and KEIL BASTARD 
 
ANNIVERSARIES: 
GREEN PIECE OF ASS (6) 
WHACK ME, SMACK ME... (35) 
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE (105) 
MILK MONEY (200) 
BAVARIAN BUSH (300) 
FRECH TOASTED (415) 
FULL METAL BALLS (415) 
RED SNAPPER (435) 
CUNNING RUNT (465)  
DR. JEKYLL(495)  
AND THE LEADER OF THE GET-A-LIFE CLUB IS: 
MISSING LINK (675)  
 
NAMING:  No namings.  However, thanks to our dyslexic RA, 
we did have a renaming of "Indiana Bones and the Temple of 
Poon" to INDIANA BONES AND THE TAMPON OF DOOM. 
 
HASHIT REPORT 
��2004-001 is held by PUDKNOCKER who was not present 
��2004-002 is held by ASS OGRE who showed up and 

managed to keep it AGAIN  
��2004-003 is held by FLYING BURITO because he couldn't 

give it away  
��2004-004 is held by FLYING BURITO because he didn't 

want to give it away (who knows why???!!!) 
   

 
CO-SCRIBE REPORT 
There is no Co-Scribe report this week cuz I was busy sitting my 
ass on the ice at the Ft. Eustis REVOLUTION!  Registration is 
open for next year!  Sign up now!  See the FEH3 website for 
details. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DIRECTIONS TO THE NEXT HASH: 
Hash# 893  10:00 AM – June 26, 2004              $5.00 US 
Theme:  DC House and Garden Tour 
Hare(s):  BAVARIAN BUSH, FRENCH TOASTED, 
HARWOOD.CUM, SCHWEINCHEN DICK 
Start:   End of Quebec Street adjacent to Rock Creek Park.   
ADC:  Greater DC  Map 9 G7. 
 
Directions: (From Points South)  Take 395 North toward DC.  Take exit 
10 toward Memorial Bridge and cross the bridge into DC. Stay in the 
right lane and take exit curving underneath Memorial Bridge to get onto 
Rock Creek Parkway.  Stay to the left at each fork in the road  (See signs 
for Connecticut Avenue) until you reach the end and the light at Calvert.  
Go straight through the light and head toward Connecticut Avenue.  Take 
a left onto Connecticut and follow up past the National Zoo and 
Cleveland Park metro until you reach Porter Street. Turn right 
at the light onto Porter and then an immediate left at the next light to turn 
down Quebec Street.   Follow down Quebec St to the end.  Park and 
hash.  Porter Street has additional parking on the street one block over 
from Quebec. 
(From Points West): Take 66 East and exit to Memorial Bridge 
and then cross into DC. Follow directions from above. 
(Metro)  Yes!! Easily accessible from Cleveland Park metro on 
red line.  Head north on Connecticut and turn right onto Porter Street and 
then cross left at next light onto Quebec St. Follow downhill to start. 
 
Dog Factor: Fine for walkers' and 
runners' trails. 
Stroller Factor:  See hares for alternate 
routing. 
PI Factor:  Low amount of PI.  Bring 
block if needed. 
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How does hashing in a National Forest up in the 
mountains sound to you?  Wanna try it?  
 

Sign up and attend PA Interhash 2004 September 17 - 
19!!  Hotel Event hosted every two years by various PA 
Hashes.  This year it is going to be up in Warren PA, in 
the middle of the Allegheny National Forest! (HINT HINT:  
GREAT trails!)  
 

Superb haberdashery like you've never seen before!  Two 
years ago one of the items we had was a thick velvet-terry 
bathrobe and there were some people who never wore 
anything else all weekend!  
 

Quite a few MVH3 folks went last time and are signed up 
again this time...  don't miss out!  Go here for more info: 
http://www.harrier.org/PAInterhash/ 


